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Electron transport through monovalent atomic wires
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Using a first-principles density-functional method we model electron transport through linear chains of
monovalent atoms between two bulk electrodes. For noble-metal chains the transport resembles that for free
electrons over a potential barrier whereas for alkali-metal chains resonance states at the chain determine the
conductance. As a result, the conductance for noble-metal chains is close to one quantum of conductance, and
it oscillates moderately so that an even number of chain atoms yields a higher value than an odd number. The
conductance oscillations are large for alkali-metal chains and their phase is opposite to that of noble-metal
chains.
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Chains of metal atoms can be considered as ultimate
ductors of the future nanoelectronics. On the other ha
their experimental and theoretical investigation enlighte
fundamental physical issues related to the confinemen
electron states.1 Especially, an interesting question is how t
valency2 and the different responses of different types
atomic states (s, p, andd orbitals! are reflected in the variou
properties of the atomistic constrictions. A possible reali
tion of conducting atom chains is a string of gold atom
adsorbed on a silicon surface.3 Moreover, the formation of
free-standing chains of gold atoms between two bulk e
trodes was predicted by molecular-dynamics calculatio4

and verified by high-resolution transmission electr
microscopy5 and mechanically controlled break junctio
~MCBJ! experiments.6

Transport properties of atomic contacts have been inv
tigated for more than a decade.1 The well established quan
tization of conductance of gold contacts and chains has m
them benchmark systems. In the MCBJ experiments i
possible to measure conductance and chain-length dist
tions simultaneously and thereby correlate these measu7

Very recently, it has been reported that the conductanc
chains of Au, Pt, and Ir atoms oscillates as a function of
number of atoms in the chain.8 However, the detailed struc
ture of chain, including the actual number of chain atom
remains unknown in the MCBJ measurements. This cle
calls for support from first-principles calculations.

In the present work we consider chains of monoval
alkali-metal~AM ! and noble-metal~NM! atoms. When pull-
ing them in experiments, the conductance is just bef
breaking close to one quantum (1G052e2/h) signaling that
only one channel is open for transmission.1 Theoretically, the
conductance of Na atom chains has been studied
density-functional electronic-structure calculations.9–11 Sim
et al.10 predicted using the Friedel sum rule that the cond
tance of a chain of an odd number of Na atoms between b
electrodes is close to 1G0 whereas that for a chain of a
even number of atoms is clearly below 1G0. This was con-
firmed by Tsukamoto and Hirose.11 The findings for the Na
atom chains can be rationalized10 by noting that the atom
chain exhibits strong molecular-orbital-like resonances,
positions of which relative to the Fermi level are determin
0163-1829/2004/69~12!/125409~5!/$22.50 69 1254
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by the charge neutrality requirement. Recently, Thygesen
Jacobsen12 calculated conductances of Al atom chains. T
conductance shows oscillations with a period of four Al
oms. The results can be understood by the resonance fo
tion, but instead of the charge neutrality requirement
electronic structure of an infinite wire has to be used in
interpretation.

Several works have addressed also the conductanc
gold wires on the basis of electronic-structure calc
lations.13–15 These works show that the chains have a t
dency to dimerize upon strong elongation in accord with
Peierls mechanism. However, the conductance as a func
of the chain length has not been studied consistently. Bra
byge et al.16 calculated the transmission for gold chains
two different lengths using the tight-binding formalism wi
the local charge neutrality requirement. The chain with
even number of atoms showed a slightly larger conducta
than that with an odd number of atoms.

We calculate the conductance versus the chain length
AM and NM chains connected to electrodes. Although bo
types of systems can be considered as monovalent we
unexpected differences in the electron transport near
Fermi level. Their origin is in the hybridization of thed
orbitals with thes orbitals in the NM systems. Surprisingly
the transport through the NM chains is free-electron-l
whereas that for AM chains is dominated by strong re
nances of molecular-orbital character.

We perform electronic-structure calculations within t
density-functional theory and the local-density approxim
tion for electron exchange and correlation. Nonlocal nor
conserving scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials with par
core-corrections and atomic-orbitals basis sets of theSIESTA

code are used.17,18 The electronic structures and transpo
properties are determined using the nonequilibrium Gree
function method based on theTRANSIESTA package.19

The geometry used for the nanoconstrictions is shown
Fig. 1~a!. The leads have the face-centered-cubic~fcc! struc-
tures and the atom chain is in the@100# direction. The calcu-
lation volume ~repeated periodically perpendicular to th
wire! is shown in the figure. The chain atoms~with the co-
ordination number of 2! are labeled by successive intege
The tip atoms labeled byTL andTR belong to the electrodes
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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The successive atomic layers in the left and right leads
labeled asLi andRi , i 51, . . . ,3, respectively. In the calcu
lation volume there are totally 1091N atoms, withN atoms
in the chain. The electronic structure corresponding to
1N atoms is solved self-consistently, and for the remain
atoms the effective potential is frozen to the value calcula
self-consistently for the bulk system. We have tested that
enlargement of the supercell does not change significa
the results obtained. We will focus on the effects of the el
tronic structure on the conductance. Therefore we use
same structure, with the experimental bulk nearest-neigh
atom distances (r +) in the chain, for both the AM and NM
systems. The distancesr + used are 2.630 Å~Na!, 3.762 Å
~Cs!, 2.556 Å ~Cu!, 2.889 Å ~Ag!, and 2.886 Å~Au!.

Figures 1~b! and 1~c! show the conductances of the AM
~Na and Cs! and NM ~Cu, Ag, Au! chains, respectively. Fo
the AM chains the conductance is close to 1G0 for odd N
and for evenN the conductance is clearly below 1G0. These

FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! Model used for nanoconstrictions. The cha
and cone atoms are denoted by red and green circles, respect
For these atoms the electronic structure is solved self-consiste
For the other atoms in the calculation supercell, denoted by ye
circles, the effective potential of the bulk atoms is used. The bord
of the supercell are indicated by thin solid lines.~b! Conductance of
Na ~black circles! and Cs~red squares! chains and~c! that of Cu,
Ag, and Au chains as a function of the number of atom in the ch
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even-odd oscillations have been reported in theoretical s
ies for Na wires9–11 for various types of electrode model
Our finding that similar oscillations are found also when u
ing fcc electrodes means that the result does not dep
strongly on the detailed structure of the electrode. The ori
of the conductance oscillations is an induced resonance
which is well localized at the chain.10,20 Due to the charge
neutrality requirement the resonance is half filled for an o
N causing a high local density of states~LDOS! at the Fermi
level (EF) in the chain. Therefore the conductance has
maximum. For evenN the resonance is filled and well belo
EF resulting in a low LDOS atEF and a low conductance
The behavior of the conductance of the NM chains diffe
from that of the AM chains. The phase of the oscillations
oppositeto that for the AM chains and the minima drop on
a few percent below 1G0.

Also the density of states~DOS! and the electron trans
mission show important differences between the AM a
NM systems. Figures 2 and 3 show the projected density
states~PDOS! and the energy-dependent transmission co
ficient for the Cs chain withN59 and for the Au chain with
N510, respectively. The PDOS includes the chain and
two tip atoms. The overall PDOS shape of the Cs ch
decays toward high energies as is typical for a o
dimensional system. However, there are strong peaks su
imposed. They correspond to resonance states arising
the chain molecular orbitals with zero, one, two, etc., nod
along the chain. For a chain ofN atoms there areN/2 reso-
nance peaks belowEF . Thus, our notation that only the a
oms with the coordination number of 2 belong to the ch
attains a real physical meaning. The corresponding reson
peaks dominate also the transmission as can be seen in
2~b!. Thus, our results confirm the model by Simet al.

Figure 3 shows the PDOS and transmission as a func
of energy for the Au nanoconstriction withN510. Since

ely.
tly.
w
rs

.

FIG. 2. Cs nanoconstriction withN59 chain atoms.~a! Density
of states projected~PDOS! onto the chain and the tip atoms.~b!
Total transmission. The energy is given relative to the Fermi le
(EF50).
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT THROUGH MONOVALENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125409 ~2004!
only a single eigenchannel is open nearEF , the correspond-
ing s-projected PDOS ands-channel transmission are show
in Fig. 3. Below20.6 eV thes-PDOS shows strong oscilla
tions, resembling the oscillations in the total-PDOS for t
Cs chain in Fig. 2~b!. For energies above20.6 eV the
s-PDOS decays as the DOS in a one-dimensional sys
Resonance states now appear as weak oscillations giving
to shoulders in the PDOS. For the ten atom chainEF is
located between two shoulders of the curve, while for a ch
with an oddN EF is located at a shoulder. In the same ene
region the transmission behaves free-electron-like, i.e., w
transmission coefficients close to unity. However, there
small oscillations in the transmission coefficients, and in
estingly the resonance shoulders now correspond to tr
mission minima. As we will illustrate with a simple mode
below, this behavior is related to interference of the incid
wave with the wave reflected twice at the chain ends. In F
3~b! for N510 EF is close to a transmission maximum. Th
is true also for other evenN values, while for oddN EF lies
close to transmission minima. According to our results t
behavior is valid for other noble metals, too. This interpl
between the Fermi level and the transmission results in
conductance with the even-odd oscillations in Fig. 1~c!.

Next we want to understand from the basic electro
structures why the transport is free-electron-like in the N
chains whereas in AM chains it is dominated by the re
nances due to the molecular orbitals. The excess Mulli
charges per atom projected on the different atoms of the
and Au systems withN510 are shown in Fig. 4~a!. For Au
there is strong charge transfer so that the tip and the c
end atoms gain extra electron charge. The strong ch
transfer can be understood as follows. At low-coordina
NM atoms, the electrons in the uppermost antibondingd

FIG. 3. Au nanostriction withN510 chain atoms.~a! Density of
states projected on thes orbitals (s-PDOS! of the chain and the tip
atoms.~b! Transmission of thes channel. The energy is given rela
tive to the Fermi level (EF50). The insets show magnifications o
PDOS and transmission near the Fermi level.
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states which are in the region of ion cores are transferred
the nonbondings states which are away from ions~vacuum
region! in comparison with the bulk atoms.21 The driving
forces of this rehybridization are both the increase of t
bonding by reducing the electrons in the antibondingd states
and the reduction of the kinetic energy by relaxing the ele
trons from ion cores toward vacuum.21 Also the electrons in
bondings states are slightly relaxed toward vacuum to r
duce the kinetic energy. The spill-out of the electrons towa
vacuum by the rehybridization and the pure relaxati
mechanisms increases the work function of the lo
coordinated NM systems. When the chain is connected to
leads the work function difference causes charge tran
from the leads to the chain because the spill-out is larger
the chain atoms than for the surface atoms. A dipole
formed so that the potential in the chain rises relative to t
in the leads. Thed bands are shifted upwards relative toEF
when comparing the LDOS in the chain to that in the lea
This phenomenon is observed for Au chains also in the tig
binding calculations with the local charge neutrality.16 For
the AM systems with no electron in antibonding states t
spill-out of the electrons in bonding states toward vacuu
should lead to the weakening of bonds. Therefore both
spill-out and concurrently the charge transfer would be we

FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! Excess Mulliken charge for different atom
in the Cs and Au nanoconstrictions withN510 chain atoms. For the
labeling of the atoms, see Fig. 1~a!. ~b! Density of states atEF

projected on the different atoms in the Cs~squares! and Au ~tri-
angles! nanoconstrictions withN59 ~open markers! and N510
~filled markers! chain atoms.
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Y. J. LEE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125409 ~2004!
Indeed in the case of AM the week charge transfer is
served as shown in Fig. 4~a!. Next we argue that the stron
charge transfer in the NM systems causes the transport p
erties to differ from the AM chains.

In the AM systems electron scattering takes place ma
at the connections between the chain and the leads. As sh
in Fig. 2 resonances corresponding to molecular orbitals
formed and they are filled according to the charge neutra
requirement for the atom chain.10,20This picture is confirmed
in the PDOS for theN59 andN510 Cs nanoconstriction
in Fig. 4~b!. Here the projection is performed atEF on dif-
ferent individual atoms. The even-odd oscillations in t
PDOS for the oddN correspond to a molecular state whic
vanishes at every second atom. For evenN the uppermost
occupied molecular orbital has a similar amplitude on ev
chain atom, and there are no clear oscillations.

This scattering at the connection points is also presen
the NM chains. If this were the only scattering mechani
we would obtain maximum transmission for oddN also for
NM.20 However, for the NM systems, this scattering is we
due to the stronger coupling~higher DOS! to the electrodes
This is reflected in the high transmission for both odd a
evenN for NM. The weak chain-electrode scattering mak
additional scattering mechanismsinside the NM chains vis-
ible.

The PDOS for the Au chain in Fig. 4~b! does not show
strong oscillations in accord with the absence of
molecular-orbital character. The PDOS values rise from
leads to the chain corresponding to the potential barrierin-
side the chain caused by the charge-transfer dipoles. For
NM nanoconstrictions this barrier dominates the scatter
nearEF while the scattering at the connection points giv
rise to the molecular-orbital-like resonances well belowEF
@see Fig. 3~a!#. The electron transport is free-electron-lik
nearEF and the transmission in Fig. 3~b! obeys the equation
for free electrons over a one-dimensional potential barr
i.e.,

T~E!5F11
V0

2 sin2~kL!

4E~E2V0!
G21

, ~1!

where V0 and L are the barrier height and length, respe
tively. k5A2(E2V0) is the wave vector inside the barrie
region. According to Eq.~1! the transmission minima
~maxima! appear whenkL5np/2 with n equal to an odd
~even! integer. Now we need a relation between the Fe
wave vectorkF and n. For an infinite chain of monovalen
atomskF5p/(2a), wherea is the interatomic distance. Fo
a finite wire with N atoms this translates intokF5np/2L,
with L5Na. To justify this relation we have calculatedkF of
the barrier model numerically, assuming that the barrier
gion is charge neutral. Indeed we findkF'np/2L whenn is
even. Thus this simple barrier model explains the behavior
the transmission through the NM chains.

Conductances of Au atom chains have been measure
cently by Smitet al.8 using the MCBJ method. The condu
tance as a function of the Au atom chain length in individu
pulls shows steps which are of the order of 0.1G0, i.e.,
remarkably larger than the oscillations in our results for
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Au chains with constant interatomic distances. Similar st
were recorded earlier by Rubio-Bollingeret al.22 Further-
more, Smitet al. concluded that the maxima~minima! in the
conductance correspond to an odd~even! number of atoms in
the chain. This is also in contrast to our results in Fig. 1~c!.
The findings by Smitet al. resemble the conductance osc
lations of the AM chains in Fig. 1~b!. This behavior arises
from the changes in the electronic structure as a function
the number of chain atoms. However, according to our c
culations the electronic structures of the NM chains beh
differently, and it is not justified to apply the models deve
oped for the AM chains to interpret the NM chain results

In addition to the purely electronic effects discuss
above, the changes of atomic structure when a chain is pu
may affect the conductance behavior. In order to estimate
magnitude of these effects, we have calculated the electr
and the relaxed atomic structures along the conductance
the Au constriction withN52 chain atoms as a function o
the elongation of the system. The starting point is the sa
configuration as discussed above but now with a differ
distance between the tip atomsTR andTL set up by changing
the ~equal! bond lengths between the ‘‘dimer’’ chain and t
atoms. Then we allow all the atoms except the buffer la
atoms@yellow circles in Fig. 1~a!# to relax in order to find
their equilibrium positions. The calculation is repeated fo
new longer initial distance between the tip atomsTR andTL
until the wire breaks in the simulation with an abrupt d
crease in the conductance. The conductance is shown in
5 as a function of the elongation. The conductance va
between 1.00G0 and 0.92G0. This variation is correlated
with changes in interatomic distances in the atom chain. T
electronic structure remains at all elongation stages fr
electron-like, i.e., there are no strong resonances in the D
near the Fermi level. The conductance variation in Fig. 5
much larger than the oscillations seen in Fig. 1~b!. Thus, the
effect of the stretching on the conductance is larger than
of adding a new atom in a chain when keeping the int
atomic distances constant.

To model the experimental situation in detail we wou
have to involve many more atoms in order to simulate h
atoms are pulled from the bulk banks of the electrodes i
the chain. Moreover a number of different initial geometri
would probably have to be performed. This is well beyo

FIG. 5. Conductance of the Au nanoconstriction withN52
chain atoms as a function of the stretching. The stretching is gi
as the initial distance between the tip atomsTR and TL @see Fig.
1~a!# before relaxing the atomic positions.
9-4
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT THROUGH MONOVALENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125409 ~2004!
the limitations of first-principles simulation of today. How
ever, it is interesting to note that according to our prelimina
results the conductance as a function of elongation beh
differently for differentN. For example, forN53 the con-
ductance variation is smaller than forN52. The stretching
effects might explain the experimental finding that the co
ductances of the Pt and Ir atom chains oscillate similarly
that of the Au chains but with larger amplitude.8 Compared
to Au the conductance of Pt chains is expected to dep
more strongly on the change in bond distance due to
conduction channels involving thed electrons.23

In conclusion, we have studied electron-transport prop
ties of AM and NM atom chains from first principles. In th
NM nanoconstrictions the lowering of the atomic coordin
tion results in charge transfer from uppermostd orbitals tos
orbitals. A potential barrier is built up at the atom chain a
the electron transport over it resembles that of free electr
The conductance of the NM chains is close to one quan
of conductance and it oscillates as a function of the ch
v.

nd

. B

,
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length so that conductance maxima~minima! occur at an
even~odd! number of atoms in the chain. This is in contra
to the transport through AM chains for which the resonan
due to the molecular states are dominating and resul
strong even-odd conductance oscillations with the phase
posite to that of NM chains. Our simulations for the Au ato
chains indicate that the conductance changes remark
during the stretching of the wire. Our notions are importa
when interpreting the recent MCBJ results for Au chain
The model valid for AM atom chains cannot be used for N
atom chains. Moreover, on the ultimate limit of the atom
chain noble-metal atomic wires with a rather structurel
free-electron-like conductance would be superior over
alkali-metal atomic wires showing strong resonance effec
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